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Eulerian modeling and simulation of small scale
trajectory crossing and coalescence for
moderate-Stokes-number spray flows
By F. Doisneau†‡, O. Thomine¶, F. Laurent‡, A. Vié‡, J. Dupays†
A N D M. Massot‡
A new Eulerian model is derived for polydisperse moderately-inertial sprays with coalescence: an Anisotropic Gaussian Velocity Closure conserves all the second order moments to render the spatial structure of the spray after Droplet Trajectory Crossing.
Polydispersity is treated with a high order in size Multi-Fluid method where coalescence
terms are directly computed from the velocity reconstructions. The approach is qualified
on a crossing jet case against a semi-analytical solution and a Lagrangian Discrete Particle Simulation. The new model is ready for structured grid computations and promising
for industrial computations, as it is flexible and of a high order in size and velocity.

1. Introduction
The accurate simulation of sprays is crucial for industrial applications in mechanical
engineering: injection and combustion of liquid fuel in diesel, aeronautical or liquid rocket
engines, aluminum oxide residual transport in solid rocket motors, and so on. But simulation raises many issues, such as when droplets are partly driven by their inertia: the liquid
disperse phase experiences Droplet Trajectory Crossing (DTC) in the zones of moderate
Stokes flows, yielding multiple velocities and eventually coalescing when volume fraction
is high enough.
We therefore aim at developing a method that can account for polydispersity, evaporation, and coalescence, as well as strong coupling towards the gas, regardless of the
structure of the mean flow and turbulence. Lagrangian approaches easily capture evaporation and crossings but they are difficult to couple to the gas, difficult to parallelize, and
costly for unsteady polydisperse sprays (de Chaisemartin 2009; Doisneau et al. 2012a),
especially coalescence algorithms which are complex to converge (Hylkema & Villedieu
1998). DQMOM approaches have been evaluated to capture the size distribution evolution under coalescence in laminar (Fox et al. 2008) and turbulent cases (Belt & Simonin
2009) but they misbehave with evaporation. Finally, Multi-Fluid (MF) methods efficiently capture polydispersity, evaporation (Laurent & Massot 2001) and coalescence
(Laurent et al. 2004), even in industrial configurations (Doisneau et al. 2012b), but they
fail when DTC occurs (de Chaisemartin 2009), at least with so-called monokinetic assumptions (Kah et al. 2010), as is illustrated for a solid rocket motor nozzle in Doisneau
et al. (2012a).
We here introduce a new Eulerian model and numerical strategy for polydisperse
moderately-inertial particles encountering coalescence: it is a Kinetic Based Moment
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Method (KBMM) with an Anisotropic Gaussian velocity closure (AG) whose parameters
are conditioned by size. This closure, also referred to as “10-moment Gaussian” was introduced for rarefied gas dynamics (Levermore & Morokoff 1998), extended and applied
to moderate-inertia particle-laden flows in Vié et al. (2012a) in order to capture local
scale DTC, and compared to the so-called Algebraic Closure Based Moment Methods
(ACBMM) in Vié et al. (2012b). We here compute the collision rates directly from the
AG velocity closure, allowing to use second order velocity moment information in each
direction at crossing locations. The reduction of the formalism regarding the size variable
is done with an MF approach based on a Two Size Moment reconstruction that allows us
to use few sections and limits the cost from the perspective of industrial computations.
We then propose an integration algorithm for the complex velocity integrals arising in
the coalescence terms. The extension to evaporation is not discussed but is nevertheless straightforward. The extension to two-way coupling is also relevant, e.g. for solid
rocket motors: splitting techniques have been successfully assessed for two-phase acoustics (Doisneau et al. 2012c) and show promise for the stiff coupling between sections,
generated by coalescence, but this is not further discussed here.
The model is implemented in a 2D structured research code; a semi-analytical validation and a comparison to a Lagrangian Discrete Particle Simulation (DPS) are performed
on a crossing jet case in order to qualify the proposed approach and assess its potential.

2. A Eulerian model for moderately-inertial sprays with coalescence
2.1. Kinetic description of sprays
A number density function (NDF) f describes the spray in a statistical sense, where
f (t, x, c, S)dxdSdc denotes the average number of droplets at time t, in a volume of size
dx around a space location x, with a velocity in a dc-neighborhood of c = (c1 c2 c3 )T and
a surface in a dS-neighborhood of S. Since we assume spherical droplets, the relation
3
v = 34 πr3 = 6√1 π S 2 between volume v, surface S, and radius r allows the size to be
expressed with notations chosen to be most comfortable.
The evolution of the NDF is described by a Boltzmann-like equation (Williams 1958):
∂t f + c · ∂x f + ∂c · (Ff ) = C(f, f )

(2.1)

where F = (ug − c)/τp (S) is the drag force per unit mass, here modeled with Stokes’
law for the sake of clarity, with τp = ρl S/(18πµg ) the particle relaxation time, ug (t, x)
the local gas velocity, µg its dynamic viscosity, and ρl the liquid density. We consider
coalescence between droplets, through the source term C, modeled at the kinetic level
(Hylkema & Villedieu 1998) with the assumptions of Laurent et al. (2004):
[HC1] We only take binary collisions into account.
[HC2] The mean collision time is very small compared to the intercollision time.
[HC3] Mass and momentum are preserved during collisions.
[HC4] Every collision leads to coalescence.
Hypotheses [HC1] and [HC2] result from the small liquid phase volume fraction in the
context of moderately dense sprays. Hypothesis [HC4] is taken for the sake of clarity
but rebounds and separation, by reflexion or stretching, can be treated as discussed in
Hylkema & Villedieu (1998) and references therein. Considering two precursor droplets
of volumes v ? and v  colliding to form a new droplet of volume v, the kinetic coalescence
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operator reads (Hylkema & Villedieu 1998):
Z
Z
1
f (t, x, c?, v ?)f (t, x, c, v )B(v ?, v , c?, c)Jdv ? dc?
C=
2 Z
v ? ∈[0,v]
c? ∈RNd Z
−
f (t, x, c, v)f (t, x, c?, v ?)B(v, v ?, c, c?)dv ? dc?
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(2.2)

c? ∈RNd v ? ∈[0,+∞[

where B is the collision/coalescence probability kernel, Nd is the dimension of the velocity
phase space and J = (v/v  )Nd +1 is the Jacobian of the mapping (v, c) → (v  , c ). The
physics of coalescence at the microscopic (droplet) level is rendered through the choice
of the  state with respect to:

mass conservation with constant ρl density
 v = v? + v
vc = v ? c? + v  c
momentum conservation
(2.3)

(vc)2 = (v ? c? + v  c )2 kinetic energy loss for perfectly inelastic collision
2

The kernel B(v ?, v , c?, c) = π (r? + r ) |c − c? | , β s (v ? , v  )β u (c? , c ) is factorized in
a size-dependent kernel called geometric cross-section and a velocity-dependent kernel,
here a kinetic velocity difference. Note that β s (v ? , v  ) = r? + r in 2D, i.e., when all the
initial centers of mass and velocity vectors belong to the same plane.
2.2. Gaussian closure at the semi kinetic level
To reduce the size of the phase space, we assume the following NDF form (Levermore &
Morokoff 1998; Vié et al. 2012a):
[HV1]

f (t, x, c, S) = n(t, x, S)N (c; u(t, x, S), Σ(t, x, S))

(2.4)

where N is a joint Gaussian distribution with u = (u1 u2 u3 ) its center and Σ = (σij )
its 3×3 covariance matrix, taken symmetric:


1
det(Σ)− 2
1
T −1
N (c; u, Σ) =
exp − (c − u) Σ (c − u) .
1
2
(2π) 2 Nd
T

The covariance matrix must respect some realizability conditions that are the strict
positivity of the diagonal coefficients σii and of det(Σ), in link with entropies. Both
average u(t, x, S) and dispersion Σ(t, x, S) are conditioned by size. We then need to solve
for ten velocity moments in 3D. For the sake of clarity, we now detail the method in 2D
T
so we need only six moments M = (n nu1 nu2 n(u21 + σ11 ) n(u1 u2 + σ12 ) n(u22 + σ22 )
which are generated by the vector of velocity polynomials Mu (c) = (1 c1 c2 c21 c1 c2 c22 )T .
After integration of the kinetic equation (2.1) with respect to the kinetic velocity variable
c, we get the system of conservation equations with source terms:
∂t M + ∂x · F (M ) = S(M ) + C (M , M )

(2.5)

where the flux vector F = (F1 F2 ) depends on unresolved, third order moments that
can be computed from u and Σ thanks to the Gaussian profile and where the source
term vector S depends on known moments. They read:
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where F2 is deduced by obvious substitutions. The coalescence operator integrates as:
ZZ
Z
1
C (c?, c) n(v ? )N (c?; v ?)n(v  )N (c; v )B(v ?, v , c?, c)dv ? dc? dc
C =
2
d v ? ∈[0,v]
R2N
ZZ
Z
(2.6)
−n(v)
Mu (c)N (c; v)n(v ? )N (c?; v ?)B(v, v ?, c, c?)dv ? dc? dc
R2Nd v ? ∈[0,+∞[

where the velocity distributions are conditioned
 by size through their macroscopic parameters, e.g. N (c?; v ?) = N c? ; u(v ? ), Σ(v ? ) and where C is the coalescence creation
function vector, that renders the transformations of coalescence on microscopic variables
from relations (2.3). The latter reads, keeping in mind that v = v ? + v  :


1


(v ? c?1 + v  c1 )/v


? ?
 


(v c2 + v c2 )/v
.
C(c? , c ) = 
(2.7)
? ?
  2
2


 ? ? (v c1 + v ? c1? ) /v  2 
(v c1 + v c1 )(v c2 + v c2 )/v 
(v ? c?2 + v  c2 )2 /v 2
The above vector can be decomposed, in the present modeling, as a vector P of linear combinations of size monomials Cs (v ? , v  ) = (1 v ?/v v /v v ?2/v 2 v ? v /v 2 v 2/v 2 )T and second
2 ?  ?  ?  ?  T
order velocity monomials Cu (c? , c ) = (1 c?1 c1 c?2 c2 c?2
1 c1 c1 c1 c2 c
2 c1 c2 c2 c1 ) .
? 
s ? 
This decomposition formally reads C(c , c ) , P C (v , v ), Cu (c? , c ) and allows to
compute separately velocity and size integrals in the following.
2.3. Multi-Fluid approach with the Anisotropic Gaussian velocity closure
The second modeling step leads to the so-called Eulerian Multi-Fluid model (Laurent &
Massot 2001), here applied to the previous semi-kinetic approach with AG. We choose a
discretization 0 = S0 < S1 < · · · < SNsec = +∞ for the droplet size phase space and we
average system (2.5) over each fixed size interval Sk = [Sk−1 , Sk [, called section. The set
of droplets in one section can be seen as a “fluid” for which conservation equations are
written, the sections exchanging mass, momentum and enthalpy. In order to close the
system, assumptions are introduced in each section k:
[HS1] The form of n(S) = κsk(S) is presumed.


[HV2] The form of N is fixed as Nk so that u(S), Σ(S) = uk , Σk .
We consider a Two Size Moment approach which is described in Doisneau et al. (2012b)
so the distributions chosen for [HS1] have two parameters and the two corresponding mo3 
S2 T
ments are number nk and mass mk , generated by integration versus Msk (S) = 1 ρ6l√
π
on Sk . After integration of (2.5) on the Sk , we get the Multi-Fluid systems:

∂t Mk + ∂x · F k (Mk ) = Sk (Mk ) + Ck (Mi )1,Nsec
(2.8)
T
on Mk = nk mk mk uk1 mk uk2 mk (u2k1 + σk11 ) mk (uk1 uk2 + σk12 ) mk (u2k2 + σk22 ) ,
vectors of the variables of section k, which have seven (eleven) elements in 2D (3D). The
coalescence terms are now size and velocity integrals, decomposed as sums thanks to the
continuity of the size partitioning in sections:
X

 X

s
u
s
PMF Iiju , Iijk
−
PMF Iki
, Ikij
Ck (Mi )i=1,Nsec =
(2.9)
i+j=k

i,j

where the two terms have been integrated in the context of the creation terms, the
disappearance terms being recombined to ensure mass conservation. We highlight that
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Figure 1. Domains Dijk on which coalescence terms are size-integrated.

PMF is still a vector of linear combinations of size and velocity monomials but with
respect to the required size moments at the Multi-Fluid level. The velocity integrals:
ZZ
u
Cu (c? , c ) Ni (c? )Nj (c )β u (c? , c )dc? dc
Iij =
(2.10)
(c? ,c )∈R2Nd

have been integrated twice on the velocity phase space, and the size integrals:
ZZ
s
CsMF (S ? , S  ) κsi(S ? ) κsj(S  )β s (S ? , S  )dS ? dS 
Iijk
=

(2.11)

(S ? ,S  )∈Dijk

have been integrated on a section and on a portion of the partner size space. Yet the
first dependency does not coincide with any section after mapping onto the colliding
partners i and j. So domains are defined to ensure mass conservation (Laurent et al.
2004; Doisneau et al. 2012b) as illustrated in Figure 1 and they are triply indexed with
the two precursor section numbers i and j and the destination section number k.
2.4. Numerical approach of coalescence velocity integrals
Since the velocity reconstruction Nk (c; uk , Σk ) and size reconstruction κsk(S) change at
each time and location, we need to compute the coalescence integrals very often and for
each pair of sections. The size integrals (2.11) on Dijk are complex as usual in MF so
we use an adaptive quadrature method that was developed in Doisneau et al. (2012b).
But the velocity integrals (2.10) here require four-dimensional integrations and even
six-dimensional integrations in 3D while monokinetic MF needed trivial integrations on
Dirac delta functions. We therefore choose a Gauss-Hermite quadrature, which avoids
computing the exponential kernel at the nodes. The use of 4 nodes yields an acceptable
maximum error of 10% on the velocity integrals. We highlight that using fewer nodes
generates unacceptable errors because of the norm function in the integrand, which is
non-smooth.

3. Lagrangian approach: a reference
The Lagrangian DPS approach, introduced by Dukowicz (1980), is a deterministic resolution of a particulate problem, therefore not based on Eq. (2.1). In this approach, each
particle i among Np corresponds to a physical particle transported thanks to the ordinary
differential equations of its center of mass position xi and velocity ui :
∂t xi = ui ;

∂t ui = Fi

(3.1)

while coalescence is rendered deterministically with a collision detection algorithm, each
collision producing a unique particle out of two, according to the transformations (2.3).
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We briefly describe the algorithm presently used and refer to Thomine (2011) for further
details. Transport is divided in time steps, which need to be small enough to avoid more
than one collision per particle. The collision detection algorithm determines for each
particle if the particles in a neighborhood are to collide. The neighborhood is chosen to
reduce the cost of the algorithm significantly below the theoretical limit Np (Np − 1). The
DPS algorithm decomposes on a time step as follows:
(a) collision detection;
(b) time resolution of Eq. (3.1) with a 3rd order Runge-Kutta method;
(c) position and velocity update for colliding particles.
The direct comparison between such a deterministic approach and a Eulerian statistical approach, especially when particle interactions are present or for unsteady turbulent
flows, may lead to serious difficulties. Ensemble-averaging on many DPS realizations, using random initial and boundary conditions, is generally needed. However, in statistically
steady configurations, such as the one chosen below, time-averaging one DPS realization
and considering the steady state of the Eulerian simulation yield comparable quantities.

4. Case of two jets crossing with a co-flow
4.1. General characteristics of a coalescing crossflow
We consider a 2D case of two jets injected at a velocity (u0 , ±v0 ) whose trajectories cross
because of the droplet inertia before being bent by a gaseous co-flow of velocity (u0 , 0).
The spray is here characterized by two non-dimensionnalized numbers:
• a Stokes number that determines the curvature of each jet and the way they cross;
• a Knudsen number that gives the intensity of collisions and therefore coalescence.
The Stokes number is defined as the ratio St = τ0u /τm where τ0u is the Stokes time
associated to the injected particles and τm = η0 /v0 is the time required for a particle to
meet the centerline at constant velocity v0 from an initial distance of the centerline η0 .
Noticeably, a finite inertia droplet encountering Stokes drag travels exactly a distance
τ0u v0 in the vertical direction before stopping so that:
St =

τ0u v0
η0

(4.1)

is a ratio of lengths and droplets with St > 1 are the only one to cross the centerline. We
then define a coalescing Knudsen number Kncoal = (νcoal τol )−1 to quantify the intensity
of coalescence (Doisneau et al. 2012b) where νcoal is a coalescence frequency and τol is a
flow characteristic time, here the time during which the two jet footprints overlap. In a
crossflow that is initially monodisperse, it reads:
Kncoal

=

ρl r0 | u0 |
12m0 v0 d0

(4.2)

where the initial state is described by r0 the droplet radius, ρ0 the initial mass concentration, d0 the width of each jet and | u0 | the injection velocity norm.
We now set u0 = 10m/s for the gas to flow permanently from left to right. The
injection conditions are: two jets wide of d0 = 0.01m and separated by 2η0 = 0.1m, of
monodisperse particles with r0 = 18µm injected at u0 = 10m/s and | v0 |= 10m/s. We set
the gas viscosity µg and the liquid density ρl to have τ0u = 7.5ms and St = 1.5 so that
the two jets cross. Because of the initial monodisperse condition, coalescence yields size
modes, i.e., droplets, with an integer multiple kV(r0 ) of the initial droplet volume V(r0 )
so the size distribution is discrete. We here choose an MF discretization for each mode
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Figure 2. Mass concentration (kg/m3 ) for Kncoal = 100 with Eulerian approach (SAP2) –
Left: Section 1 (mode 0); Right: Section 2 (mode 1).

to match exactly one section, e.g., its right bound V(Sk ) = kV(r0 ). As for coalescence
intensity, we consider two cases with different Kncoal by setting two different injection
concentrations m0 : a high Knudsen case which is weakly coalescing and can be linearized
and a low Knudsen case which is more complex. To perform these two cases, the new
Eulerian model is implemented in a research code called SAP2 and run on a 2D 2562
grid with 8 sections.
4.2. Weakly coalescing case
The first practical case has an initial particle concentration in each jet that yields
Kncoal  1. So coalescence is weak and very few new droplets are created. The coalescence terms are then linearized by neglecting (i) the mass taken from the initial section,
and (ii) the interactions between two non-initial sections. This gives immediately a semianalytical estimation of the droplets produced at the exit of the crossing as proportional
to Kncoal . So the formula reads for the section concentrations after the crossing, thanks
to the mode/section equivalence:
mk+1 =

1
mk .
Kncoal

(4.3)

This relation is written indifferently in total mass or mass concentration thanks to the
sufficient homogeneity of the problem. A case with Kncoal = 100 is admissible as weakly
coalescing. In this regime, a small mass concentration of droplets of mode 1 (r1 = 22.7µm)
appears at the right edge of section 2, and even smaller amounts of the following modes
appear in the following sections according to (4.3).
On the one hand, we examine the overall dynamics of the problem. First, we consider the infinite Knudsen, i.e. non colliding case, as a reference: its trajectories can be
computed analytically as exponentials. Second, we compare it to the infinite Knudsen
case with any AG based Eulerian method: most of the mass is enclosed in the analytical
trajectories so the spatial repartition is well reproduced, at least regarding the size of
the jet characteristic structures thanks to AG (Vié et al. 2012a). Third, we compare the
results with finite Knudsen and coalescence given in Figure 2: they match the infinite
Knudsen Eulerian results, which is relevant since coalescence is too weak to disturb the
spray dynamics. So the spray dynamics is well rendered by the new model.
On the other hand, we examine size growth under coalescence: Figure 2 shows that
the Eulerian mass concentrations in section 2 after the crossing are a hundred times,
i.e. about Kncoal times, below the ones in section 1. This matches the semi-analytical
estimation (4.3) so we get a quantitative validation of the approach for the linearized
case. As a conclusion for this crossing jet, spray dynamics is well rendered and coalescence
intensity is quantitatively captured by the new Eulerian model.
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Figure 3. Instantaneous location of particles Figure 4. Mass density function (log-scale) at
colored by size for Kncoal = 1 with Lagrangian the output on centerline for Kncoal = 1 with
approach (Asphodele).
Eulerian approach (SAP2).

4.3. Non-linear case
We now take Kncoal = 1. So a significant portion of the droplets encounter coalescence and
change size: all droplet modes can significantly interact with themselves and the others
so the problem is non-linear and complex. A reference solution is computed with the
Asphodele code (Reveillon & Demoulin 2007; Thomine 2011), using a Lagrangian DPS
approach to account for such complexity. The Lagrangian solution has a very complex
dynamics, as illustrated on an instantaneous realization in Figure 3. We give in Figure 5
the mass repartition for the different sections with the new Eulerian approach.
First, we observe that the jet spreads less after the crossing point than for cases with
higher Knudsen. Since coalescence corresponds to a perfectly inelastic collision, which
destroys the relative kinetic energy of the two jets, the jet angle after crossing is reduced
contrary to rebounds which would redistribute kinetic energies and widen the jet angle. In
particular, we observe in Figure 5 the Eulerian mass repartition of the different sections
getting closer to the centerline as the mode number increases. This matches the trend
of coalescence to destroy relative kinetic energy since higher sections, i.e., modes have
encountered more coalescence. So the jet angle gives quantitative information about the
correct treatment of coalescence by the method. We extrapolate that in the case of
Kn = 0, we get a δ-shock on the centerline. In the present case of Kn = 1 the Eulerian
jet angle compares well to the Lagrangian reference case.
Second, the Eulerian size distribution at the jet output that is given in Figure 4 proves
that the modes of coalescence are very well captured, the size distribution remaining
steep despite a slight numerical diffusion in size phase space. The size discretization has
of course been chosen for each mode (up to nine) to match a section, but the two-size
moment approach is known to deal efficiently with complex size distributions with a
low number of sections. This feature is desired for advanced or industrial computations
(Doisneau et al. 2012b) and we here show the ability of the new model to do so.
Third, we observe in Figure 6 the average d30 diameter, as computed with both approaches. The droplet size repartition is well rendered with the Eulerian approach, with
the bigger, less agitated droplets on the centerline, and small droplets, which avoided coalescence events, more on the sides. So the complex dynamics of coalescence at a crossing
location is captured by the new Eulerian model.
To conclude on the crossing jet case the configuration appears to have a very complex
physics, which can be captured exactly only with a Lagrangian DPS -if that, not for
numerous particle cases. But the new Eulerian model renders quantitatively the main
features that are size growth, size repartition and jet angle, these quantities being suf-
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Figure 5. Mass concentration per section with Eulerian approach (SAP2) – Top left to
bottom right: section 1 to 4
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Figure 6. Volume average radius r30 (µm) of the overall distribution – Left: Eulerian (SAP2);
Right: Time average Lagrangian (Asphodele).

ficient for industrial applications. In solid rocket motors, for instance, computing the
disperse phase retroaction on the flow in the nozzle requires a rough knowledge of the
droplet jet inertia and angle after crossing. Moreover, the variety of sizes and trajectories that arises in industrial cases, featuring turbulent flows and many crossings, make
Lagrangian simulations intractable while Eulerian models can approach the dynamics.

5. Conclusion
The new Eulerian model, based on the Anisotropic Gaussian velocity closure and the
Two Size Moment Multi-Fluid method, captures the main features of spreading and coalescence growth when Droplet Trajectory Crossing occurs. This makes it suitable for
capturing the dynamics of polydisperse moderately-inertial spray flows with coalescence,
especially when such flows become complex, excluding Lagrangian approaches. The approach is valid for structured grid computations and promising for industrial computations thanks to the Two Size Moment method, which allows limiting the number of
sections and the cost.
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